


Starting point.
Throughout history people were willing to die for 
the ideals they believed in. The EU is actually the 
only union that came to be without war.
But people don’t care about the EU anymore.
At least that’s what they think.

By taking issues that effect everyone on a
personal level we will show that, in fact,
people still care about the EU . Enough to
even give their blood for it. In a European
manner, of course - we’re not ones for war.



The idea.
We find the three most controversial/outrageous 
topics the EU has control over. Then we ask
people to sign the petition of the most important 
issue for them in an equally extreme manner:
by donating blood.

Each blood donation will equal to a signature on 
a petition that will go in front of the European 
Parliament when enough signatures have been 
collected. We will continue until all three causes 
have enough support. The drama of people
giving their blood will not only give us extra PR 
opportunities, but will also place bigger pressure
on the European Parliament.

We organize “voting events” in every major city 
in Europe in cooperation with the European Red 
Cross.

Give Blood for Change: a project about European 
issues, values  and change, in cooperation with 
the Red Cross.



How do we reach people?

reach

Give blood for change is first and foremost a PR 
story, so it’s the European media that will help us 
reach people.

We will kick off the campaign with a European
press-conference where we invite leading
media from all over the EU. We’ll also prepare 
local press-kits for every country that local
journalists can use.

Secondly, since this is a project in cooperation 
with the European Red Cross, we will also use 
their infrastructure and communication channels 
to reach out to people.



How do we reach people?

reach

We’ll also use paid media: teaser-like print ads, 
outdoor and banners in relevant places to drive 
traffic to the website for people to find out more.

Teaser phase. Call-to-action phase.



Educate and activate - The website.

educate

Give blood
for change

What is give blood 
for change?

Give blood for change
Give Blood for Change is a project about European issues, 

values  and change, by the United People of Europe, in 
cooperation with the Red Cross.

Some people are getting tired of the EU. They feel like they have 
no influence over it, and it doesn’t matter anyway. We set out to 
prove that this is not true. We  found 3 issues that influence the 
lives of almost everybody.  And if you’re willing to show you care 

about  it, we’ll show you that together we can change it. 
The question is: Are you willing to give your blood  

for change? In a European manner, of course..
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The website is the central hub of the campaign.

Here’s where people can learn more about the 
campaign and about each of the three issues. 
We’ll also have information about how the EU 
works, and what United People of Europe stands 
for.



Educate and activate - The website.

activate
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On an interactive map users can see all 
the‚  voting stations. Is there a Red Cross 
center in their city they can go to? If not, 
when is the „voting bus“ coming to their 
town? They can even sign up, give their 
postal code and get a reminder when the 
bus is nearby.

People are also encouraged to invite their 
friends to come along to the events.

Here’s where people can check where they can ‚vote’.

The website is the central hub of the campaign.



Educate and activate - The website.
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The website is the central hub of the campaign.

And here’s where they can stay up-to-date
with the progress. How many people gave 
their blood so far? When are we taking the
petitions to Brussels? What’s happening with 
all that blood? (the blood is all given to the
Red Cross)



Educate and activate - Facebook page.

inform

Give blood for change

Give blood for change

Making a difference tonight.
#givebloodforchange #europe #redcross

The campaign will also have a Facebook site 
where people can easily follow the progress 
and the news.

Use your power.



The event(s).

activate

Most big cities will have a Red Cross base
where people can go and give their blood for 
their cause. But there are also smaller towns 
we’ll reach by mobile Red Cross buses. We’ll 
re-brand these buses for the duration of the 
campaign with the campaign visuals.

We’ll coordinate the timings and schedules
together with Red Cross as they have more
experience in these donation tours.

When a person comes to a voting station they 
can decide which issue they want to give their 
blood for, and stand in that line.
After the donation they will also have to sign 
the petition.



The event(s) - Social.

activate

I just gave my blood for #digitalprivacy.
#givebloodforchange #europe #redcross #digitalprivacy

We’ll provide free wi-fi at the stations so
people can check-in and share with their
friends what they just gave their blood for.



The event(s) - Media.

reach

We also invite the media to come to our events 
and experience firsthand how far people are 
willing to go.

It’s also possible to do a cooperation with local 
radio shows who broadcast their morning 
show from one of our events.  They can talk to 
people personally: see why they think these
issues are so important. It’s always more
credible to hear it from real people. 



During and after the event(s).
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Starting in Vienna!
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Making a difference tonight.
#bloodforchange #europe #redcross

#givebloodforchange

@givebloodforchange

- Joining a good cause AND giving blood for 
Red Cross. A nice afternoon @bloodforchange
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We continuously communicate the progress 
and our next steps. When an issue’s blood bag 
reached 100%, we take it to Brussels. We won’t 
stop until all three bags are filled, and the
European Parliament has to discuss the issues.

We show people firsthand how democracy is 
supposed to work. And that there’s still a
chance for it in the EU - if they do something 
for it.



Campaign Flow.

paid media

campaign site facebook

red crosspress conference

events

press & blogs



Graveyard - Other logos, visuals we didn’t decide to use.
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